Summary:
On May 26 – 27, 2012; the Churches of Christ (Ghanaian congregations in North America) met in New
York to deliberate and study on the theme “Appropriating / Understanding the New Testament Concept
of Christianity”. This was the 3rd of such events which is hosted annually and it is organized by the NY,
MD, OH and brethren from Toronto-Canada.
Dynamic evangelists were invited to speak on several topics under the theme mentioned above.
Speakers included:
-

Samuel Twumasi-Ankrah (Evangelist and Principal for the Ghana Bible College)
Leonard Amanatey (Evangelist - Montreal, Canada)
Abraham Nkansah (Columbus, OH)
Nicholas Mensah (Evangelist - Hyattsville, MD)
Thomas Sampson (Evangelist – Hempstead, NY)
Paul Oppong (Evangelist – Bronx, NY)

We recorded about 400 individuals participating in this year’s gospel meeting and they came from all
corners of North America. The ones we could record include NY, NJ, MD, OH, FL, NC, MA, VA, IL, ATL,
Toronto, Montreal, and Scotland (UK).

Below are the topics and teachers:
Agenda Item (Day 1)
Structure and Governance
Role of the Preacher and when there is no preacher or
elders how do we run the church

Speaker(s)
Sam Twumasi-Ankrah
Leonard Amanatey

Break-Out Sessions:
Men Class (effective communication)

Nick Mensah / Abraham Nkansah

Women Class (Panel Discussion)

Elizabeth Nat-Kissi

Youth Class (Confronting Contemporary Challenges)

Richard Ahlijah / James Haruna

Agenda Item (Day 2)
Missions and Cultures
Church cooperation and Autonomy

Speaker(s)
Thomas Sampson
Paul Oppong

Attached to this report is a transcript of the speaker notes. You may contact your Local Church
or the NY Church for a video recording of this event.
We recognize we could not accomplish all the things we set out to do (congregational singing,
soccer, inadequate time for Q&A) and we hope to correct that in our future lectures. But on the
whole, we believe the program was a success based on the results we received in the survey and
for that we give thanks to God.
We thank the ROCC members for their immense efforts in envisioning the framework for the
lectures. We also extend our appreciation to all who attended the program and assisted in diverse
ways to make this occasion a success, including your feedback in your survey responses. Most
especially we wish to thank each member of the NY Church, for their tireless efforts to host the
2-day event, which ensured the success of the program.
We look forward to see you all next year in Maryland where ROCC has chosen to host the
lectures. Your congregations would communicate the dates to you and it is our hope to see you
there. God bless you all!

THE ROLE OF THE PREACHER
•

The preacher’s role is to serve (Minister)

•

Preach

•

Teach / Instruct brethren (I Tim. 4:6)

•

Perform marriages

•

Funerals

•

Naming and other ceremonies

•

Counsel & comfort the bereaved and the lonely

•

Visit others (Prison, hospitals, homes & other places)

•

Public relations - support families in their children’s social activities

•

Lead / Train [Set in order things lacking (Titus 1:5)]

•

Be present when he is needed.

•

Edify /Encourage

•

Represent Jesus / Ambassador

•

Care giver

•

Be able to endure hardships (2 Tim 2:3).

•

Be a good soldier and worker for Christ (2 Tim 2:15)

•

Pray and teach others to pray

•

Equip the saints (Eph. 4:11-16)

•

The task of a preacher involves thinking and dealing with the theological aspects of the doctrine.

WHAT IS NOT PART OF THE PREACHER’S ROLE?


Serving tables



Cleaning in and around the building



Sweeping



Cutting grass



Maintenance / handy man.



Doing administrative work





Doing the work that the membership ought to be doing
Shoveling snow
Driving church bus/ car

Note:
The multiplicity of the tasks and demands falling on the preacher will cut heavily into the time that he
could use in reaching out to the lost, visitation, studying and preparing lessons and other commitments.
These are all sidetracks and must be avoided if possible.

WHAT PREACHERS AND THEIR FAMILIES ENDURE AS THEY
LABOR FOR THE LORD


Opposition from within and without



Pressure



Stress



Abuse/Insult



Rejection



Lack of respect



Underpaid



Hatred



Unappreciated



Harsh conditions

WHAT SHOULD THE CHURH DO IN THE ABSENCE OF ELDERS,
DEACONS AND PREACHERS
TWO VIEWS



Apply the example of Acts 6:1-7
Let the men (faithful) lead

THE REALITIES
The statistics are alarming. Today, four (4) out of ten (10) preachers will decide whether to leave the
ministry. By the end of the day, about 50 will have done so.










That’s some 400 each week, 1600 this month and almost 20,000 by year end. Statistics show that less
than 55% will ever return. These alarming statistics present realities we must deal with
80% of preachers and 84% of preacher’s spouses feel unqualified and discouraged in their roles
70% of preachers do not have someone they consider a close friend
45% of preachers say that they’ve experienced depression or burnout to the extent that they needed to
take a leave of absence from ministry
40% of preachers report a serious conflict with a member at least once month
About 50% of preachers have had internet pornography exposure
Over 1800 protestant ministers in the United States are forced out of their positions each month.
Nearly 1 in 4 preachers experienced a forced termination at least once during their ministry
Less than 55% go back into full-time church related positions

Source: Francis A Schaeffer Institute of Church Leadership and The Ministering to Ministers Foundation,
Inc. (© PastorCare Network 2011 • Phone: 704.960.3467 • Email: info@pastorcare.org)

HOW CHRIST-CENTERED LEADERSHIP OUGHT TO BE



Christ is the head of the church.



Qualified elders must be ordained to lead the church



Deacons must be ordained to help with the ministry.



Minister/s must work hand in hand with the elders & deacons in regards to the following:
 To pray for the sick and bury the dead
 To preach to the heart as well as the head
 To seek for the sinner and build up the saints
 To encourage the weak and lift up the faint
 To ever be smiling and always at home
 To give till it hurts and then give some more
 To greet every member as he stands by the door
 To be ready to go both by day or night and pray
 To ever be listening, never having his say
 To never take rest until he rests in his grave
 To marry the young and counsel them too
 To be a model husband with faults very few
 To draw people in and keep them from drifting
 To lift others up and never need lifting.
 It’s a high holy calling
 This is the state of a preacher but kindly remember, friend, he too, is a creature



Members must support the work

BUT WHEN THERE IS NO PREACHER OR ELDERS, HOW DOES THE
CHURCH FUNCTION

A. The church should agree on the kind of leadership that ought to lead.
B. The men must take responsibility to lead the church

THE DUTIES OF THE MEN WHO ARE LEADING


They must be willing to equip the saints.



They must be willing to work hand in hand.



They must be supportive of the programs and ministries in the church



They must take responsibility



They are to lead every day and not only on Sunday mornings




They are to be present, punctual and persevere
Officiating worship services





Visitation
Edification
Maintenance

THE KIND OF MEN WHO OUGHT TO BE LEADING


Faithful men ought to lead the church (2 Tim 2:2)



Men who are able / capable to teach (2 Tim 2:2)



Reputable men (Acts 6:1-7)



Spiritually minded men (Acts 6:1-7)



Wise men (Acts 6:1-7)



Men who are sound in the word of God.



Mature men



Men of understanding



Men of Courage



Willing men



Diligent men






Humble and calm men
Exemplary men
Men of vision
Men who know how to conduct themselves in the house of the Lord (I Tim 3:14-15)

SHOULD WE HAVE THESE QUALITIES IN ALL THE MEN BEFORE
ALLOWING THEM TO LEAD?




The answer is no, but
We are to encourage, train and help all who are aspiring to be leaders but not to allow them to do as
they please.
We are to give them opportunity to lead the congregation.

OUR MISTAKES WHEN IT COMES TO THE ABSENCE OF ELDERS
AND DEACONS


We allow new converts to make decisions for the church



We underestimate our ministers in the process by ignoring their advice



We overlook the immaturity and lack of experience of some of the men and allow them to handle
God’s affairs



When one is able to quote one or two passages, preach one or two sermons, we feel they are
ready to take over and lead the church



We hand over responsibilities to them without calculating the consequences and dangers

PROBLEMS WE ENCOUNTER IN the absence of preachers AND elders


Power struggles (President, Treasurer, Secretary, etc.)



Financial issues and how it ought to be handled.



Personality clashes









Factions
Decisions that are not helpful
Misunderstandings
Ego problems
Selfishness coupled with bad attitudes
Disrespect of ministers
Mistreatment of minsters




Holding the church hostage
Handling the church like personal business

When there is a preacher/minister but no elders and deacons


The preacher must help to build the leadership to help with the work



The preacher must equip the saints



The preacher must be willing to work hand with the leaders and members



The men must support and help the preacher to advance the course of Christ



The preacher must delegate responsibilities because he cannot do it alone and any attempt to do it
alone leads to burn out



Some preachers try to handle the work alone because they feel they have been hired to preach

The Problem of Moses and Jethro’s Six fold Solution (Ex 18:13-27)


Pray



Teach them



Show them



Select



Appoint



Give them specific tasks

TREATING OUR PREACHERS WELL


Support them in the right way



Plan his time (Give him time to rest, study, entertain, prayer & devotion)



Plan for his future (Retirement)



The minister and his family’s health.



Salary




Friendship
Advance studies (Help him to attend lectureships, seminars, and meetings for renewals,
refreshment, insight, and vision)



Positive feedback and honest complaints and criticisms



Have a special group to monitor and honor him from time to time

Introduction
Thank you for the privilege given to me by ROCC to address this gathering. I am to speak to
you today on communication between church leaders and their members. Because
communication is a broad subject Bro. Abraham Nkansah and I have decided to limit it to the
communication issues that affect our congregations today.
Communication is one of the most essential parts of church growth. It can
grow it or kill it. It is the lifeblood of the church because it transfers ideas,
plans, and decisions into productive action. As children of God we may
hold the right views on doctrine, embrace the "right" concepts of truth, and
proclaim the "right" steps to salvation. But if we are out of touch with why
we do what we do, then our ministries will be irrelevant to the needy world
around us.

Have you ever
paused to
evaluate the
impact of how
you
communicate?

Have you ever paused to evaluate the impact of how you communicate?
Proverbs 18:21 says “The tongue has the power of life and death, and
those who love it will eat its fruit.” Your words have the potential of bringing life or death to the
heart of another. Your words, along with underlying attitudes, will build others up or tear them
down, strengthen them in the Lord or weaken their faith. What do the following communicate to
those closest to you? - a thoughtful and an encouraging word, an empathic comment, a
compassionate glance, or a careless comment or a rude remark.
NT Concept of Communication:
There is so much misunderstanding between church leaders and members and all brethren
because of poor communication

Outline:

A. Communication defined.
1. A process of verbal and nonverbal interaction with others in
Unless
which thoughts and feelings are shared and understood. 1
understanding
2. To impart something to another, so that it becomes common to
2
the giver and receiver
occurs we have
3. The process we go through to convey understanding from a
not
person or group to another”3
communicated
a. According to Mr. Myron unless understanding occurs
we have not communicated. Therefore when people
complain about poor communication they are actually complaining
about the lack of understanding. And not the conversation of discussion.
4. Communication can be compared to a tennis game where two players stand on
opposite ends of the court preparing to send the ball across the net in such a way
that the other has little or no chance of a successful return. The goal is not to keep
the ball going back and forth between them, but to deliver the ball so as to prevent
a response.4
B. The importance of Communication.
1. Too often we confuse the tools of communication with communication itself.
Talking does not insure understanding and written correspondence does not
necessarily mean people understand the message.
In Matthew 11:51 Jesus understood that unless understanding occurred, He was
not communicating regardless of how much teaching He did. He Said “Have
you understood all these things”
2. In Genesis 11:1-9 We learn the importance of communication and
understanding:
“Now the whole world had one language and a common Speech.” Meaning
they understood each other. The result of their understanding was.
1. Unity
2. Motivation
3. Innovation
4. Creativity and achievement.
In verse 7 God demonstrated the importance of good communication by
confusing their language. However once understanding breaks down, Unity,
Motivation, Innovation, Creativity and Achievement are lost and the church
becomes stagnant.
In July 16th 1969 America placed the first human being on the moon. A space
engineer was asked how they did it, his answer was “. . . we knew
communication would be required to achieve our goal, therefore we designed

1
2

Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary (2001);

The International Standard Bible Encyclopedia
Myron Rush. Management a biblical Approach Wheaton III, Victor Books, c1983
4
June Hunt. Hope for the heart Database. 1991
3

the simplest yet the most infective communication system possible and that was
the key to our success.”5
3. Causes of Misunderstanding: (listeners part)
a.
Inability to ask questions for clarification
Sometimes listeners do not want to ask questions not because they
understood the speaker but because of fear or they will be
embarrassed thinking they were not paying attention.
b.
Formulating response while the speaker is still talking.
Some people have a tendency of just wanting to talk but not
listening. When you try thinking about what you are going to say
while the speaker is talking, it causes lack of concentration and
failure to understand.
c.
Having premature or false assumption of what the speaker is
going to say.
Such attitude makes it difficult to understand the true message
being presented. Sometimes people interrupt conversation thinking
they know what the speaker is going to say or thinking. As a result
they will hear only what they wanted to hear and will not
understand the message.
d.
Interrupting the speaker causes a great deal of
misunderstanding.
e.
Failure to listen for the ideas and fillings behind the words.
Somebody said words are only vehicle ideas and fillings are
transported.
In Mark 8:13-21 We see a typical example of poor listening.
1. They fail to understand Jesus’ point, instead they…. the power
of Jesus they only understood food (bread). They also failed to
ask questions instead they discussed among themselves.
C. Guidelines for effective communication
1. Warmth: conveying acceptance and courtesy
2. Genuineness: having no hidden agendas
3. Empathy: putting oneself in the other's circumstances
D. The ten commandments of Godly Communication:
The Bible gives many directives for the words we use in communicating with others. The
following are Ten Commandments that reflect fundamental principles of godly
communication
1. Your words are to be truthful
2. Your words are to be pleasing
3. Your words are to be life-giving
4. Your words are to be encouraging.
5. Your words are to be gracious.
6. Your words are to be wise
7. Your words are to be few
5
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8. Your words are to be timely.
9. Your words are to be an investment
10. Your words are to be loving
E. The difficulties of having a healthy communication within the church. 1Cor. 13:11
Examine how you communicate in the following areas.
CONVERSATION, WORDS, ARGUMENTS, DISAGREEMENTS,
CRITICISM, ADVICE
1. CONVERSATION.
a. WORTHWHILE CONVERSATIONS: What makes a conversation
worthwhile?
Conversations about our faith are worthwhile when we are gracious.
Col. 4:6 Col.:4:6 Let your conversation be gracious and effective so that
you will have the right answer for everyone When we tell others about
Christ, it is important to always be gracious in what we say. No matter
how much sense the message makes, we loose our effectiveness if we are
not courteous. Just as we like to be respected, we must respect others if we
want them to listen to what we have to say. "Gracious and effective"
means that what we say should encourage further dialogue.
b. Active listening makes a worthwhile conversation. (James 1:19 - 27)
My dear brothers and sisters, be quick to listen, slow to speak, and slow to
get angry.
(When we talk too much and listen too little, we communicate to others
that we think our ideas are much more important than theirs. James wisely
advises us to reverse this process. Put a mental stopwatch on your
conversations and keep track of how much you talk and how much you
listen. When people talk with you, do they feel that their viewpoints and
ideas have value?
Dr. James Lynch at the University of Maryland said “Blood pressure rises
when people speak and lowers when they listen.”6
c. Worthwhile conversations come when we are slow to be offended.
These verses speak of anger that erupts when our egos are bruised I am
hurt; my opinions are not being heard. When injustice and sin occur, we
should become angry because others are being hurt. But we should not
become angry when we fail to win an argument or when we feel offended
or neglected. Selfish anger never helps anybody.
2. WORTHLESS CONVERSATIONS: What makes a conversation worthless?
James 3:1-18
Verse 2: We all make many mistakes, but those who control their tongues can also
control themselves in every other way.
6

James J. Lynch, Language of the Heart (New York: Basic Books, 1985), pp. 122-124.

a. Worthless conversations are destructive. What you say and what you
don't say are both important. Proper speech is not only saying the right
words at the right time, but also controlling your desire to say what you
shouldn't. Examples of an untamed tongue include gossiping, putting
others down, and bragging, manipulating, false teaching, exaggerating,
complaining, flattering, and lying. Before you speak, ask yourself, Is
what I want to say true? Is it necessary? Is it kind?
b. Worthless conversations demonstrate lack of self-control. James
compares the damage the tongue can do to a raging fire; the tongue's
wickedness has its source in hell itself. The uncontrolled tongue can do
terrible damage. Satan uses the tongue to divide people and pit them
against one another. Idle and hateful words are damaging because they
spread destruction quickly, and no one can stop the results once they are
spoken. We dare not be careless with what
we say, thinking we can apologize later,
Before you speak,
because even if we do, the scars remain. A
ask yourself,
few words spoken in anger can destroy a
Is what I want to say
relationship that took years to build. Before
you speak, remember that words are like fire;
true? Is it necessary?
you can neither control nor reverse the
Is it kind?
damage they do.
c. Worthless conversations remind us of our disobedient tendencies. If
no human being can control the tongue, why bother trying? Even if we
may not achieve perfect control of our tongue, we can still learn enough
control to reduce the damage it can do. It is better to fight a fire than to go
around setting new ones! Remember that we are not fighting the tongue's
fire in our own strength. The Holy Spirit will give us increasing power to
monitor and control what we say so that when we are offended, we will be
reminded of God's love and won't react. When we are criticized, the Spirit
will heal the hurt, and we won't lash out.
3. WORDS Why should we be careful with the words we use? Psalm 19:1-14
a. Our words ought to please God. (Psalm 19:14) May the words of my
mouth and the thoughts of my heart be pleasing to you, O LORD, my rock
and my redeemer.
Would you change the way you live if you knew that every word and
thought would be examined by God? David asked God to approve his
words and thoughts as though they were offerings brought to the altar. He
began this psalm noting that the whole creation manages to express God's
glory. He ended his thoughts with a prayer that God might be pleased with
his words. As you begin each day, determine to let God's love guide what
you say and how you think.

b. Our words reveal what is in our heart. (Matthew 12:34)You brood of
snakes! How evil men could like you speak what is good and right? For
whatever is in your heart determines what you say.
What kinds of words come from your mouth? That is an indication of
what your heart is really like. You can't solve your heart problem,
however, just by cleaning up your speech. You must allow the Holy Spirit
to fill you with new attitudes and motives; then your speech will be
cleansed at its source.
4. ARGUMENTS How can arguments be prevented between Christians?
a. Unity around the person of Jesus Christ should be maintained. : In
everything you do, stay away from complaining and arguing. (Phil. 2:14)
Why are complaining and arguing so harmful? If all that people know
about a church is that its members constantly argue, complain, and gossip,
they get a false impression of Christ's gospel. Belief in Christ should unite
those who trust him. If the people in our church are always complaining
and arguing, they lack the unifying power of Jesus Christ. Stop arguing
with other Christians or complaining about people and conditions within
the church and let the world see Christ.
b. Arguments are prevented when people exercise self-control. A gentle
answer turns away wrath, but harsh words stir up anger. (Proverbs 15:1)
Have you ever tried to argue in a whisper? It is equally hard to argue with
someone who insists on answering softly. On the other hand, a rising voice
and harsh words almost always trigger an angry response. To turn away
wrath and seek peace, quiet words are your best choice.
c. Clear understanding avoids arguments. Do not get involved in foolish
discussions about spiritual pedigrees or in quarrels and fights about
obedience to Jewish laws. These kinds of things are useless and a waste of
time. (Titus 3:9) Paul warned Titus, as he warned Timothy, not to get
involved in arguments over unanswerable questions (2 Tim. 2:14). This
does not mean we should refuse to study, discuss, and examine different
interpretations of difficult Bible passages. Paul is warning against petty
quarrels, not honest discussions that lead to wisdom. When foolish
arguments develop, it is best to turn the discussion back to a track that is
going somewhere or politely excuse yourself.
d. Avoid interfering with arguments between others. Yanking a dog's ears
is as foolish as interfering in someone else's argument. (Proverbs 26:17,
18) Yanking a dog's ears is a good way to get bitten, and interfering in
arguments is a good way to get hurt. Many times both arguers will turn on
the person who interferes. It is best simply to keep out of arguments that
are none of your business. If you must become involved, try to wait until
the arguers have stopped fighting and cooled off a bit. Then maybe you
can help them mend their differences and their relationship.

5. DISAGREEMENTS How can disagreements be avoided or resolved?
a. In disagreements, focus on the issue at hand. While they were at
Hazeroth, Miriam and Aaron criticized Moses because he had married a
Cushite woman. They said, "Has the LORD spoken only through Moses?
Hasn't he spoken through us, too?" But the LORD heard them. (Numbers
12:1-2). People often argue over minor disagreements, leaving the real
issue untouched. Such was the case when Miriam and Aaron came to
Moses with a complaint. They represented the priests and the prophets, the
two most powerful groups next to Moses. The real issue was their growing
jealousy of Moses' position and influence. Since they could not find fault
with the way Moses was leading the people, they chose to criticize his
wife. Rather than face the problem squarely by dealing with their envy and
pride, they chose to create a diversion from the real issue. When you are in
a disagreement, stop and ask yourself if you are arguing over the real issue
or if you have introduced a smoke screen by attacking someone's
character. If you are unjustly criticized, remember that your critics may be
afraid to face the real problem. Don't take this type of criticism personally.
Ask God to help you identify the real issue and deal with it.
b. When disagreements occur, they should be resolved quickly. Come to
terms quickly with your enemy before it is too late and you are dragged
into court, handed over to an officer, and thrown in jail. (Matthew 5:25)
In Jesus' day, someone who couldn't pay a debt was thrown into prison
until the debt was paid. Unless someone came to pay the debt for the
prisoner, he or she would probably die there. It is practical advice to
resolve our differences with our enemies before their anger causes more
trouble (Proverbs 25:8-10). You may not get into a disagreement that takes
you to court, but even small conflicts mend more easily if you try to make
peace right away. In a broader sense, these verses advise us to get things
right with our brothers and sisters before we have to stand before God.
c. Maturity is measured by the way disagreements are resolved. Then
Abram talked it over with Lot. "This arguing between our herdsmen has
got to stop," he said. "After all, we are close relatives!" (Genesis 13:8)
Facing a potential conflict with his nephew Lot, Abram took the initiative
in settling the dispute. He gave Lot first choice, even though Abram, being
older, had the right to choose first. Abram also showed a willingness to
risk being cheated. Abram's example shows us how to respond to difficult
family situations: (1) take the initiative in resolving conflicts; (2) let others
have first choice, even if that means not getting what we want; (3) put
family peace above personal desires.
Rivalries, arguments, and disagreements among believers can be
destructive in three ways. (1) They damage goodwill, trust, and peace—
the foundations of good human relations. (2) They hamper progress

toward important goals. (3) They make us self-centered rather than lovecentered. Jesus understood how destructive arguments among brothers
could be. In his final prayer before being betrayed and arrested, Jesus
asked God that his followers be "one" (John 17:21).
6. CRITICISM: CONSTRUCTIVE and DESTRUCTIVE CRITICISM What
guidelines does the Bible give about constructive criticism?
a. Constructive criticism is motivated by love. Ten times now you have
meant to insult me. You should be ashamed of dealing with me so harshly.
(Job 19:3) It is easy to point out someone else's faults or sins. Job's friends
accused him of sin to make him feel guilty, not to encourage or correct
him. If we feel we must admonish someone, we should be sure we are
confronting that person because we love him, not because we are annoyed,
inconvenienced, or seeking to blame him.
b. Constructive criticism has the facts straight. : Suppose you hear in one
of the towns the LORD your God is giving you that some worthless rabble
among you have led their fellow citizens astray by encouraging them to
worship foreign gods. In such cases, you must examine the facts carefully.
If you find it is true and can prove that such a detestable act has occurred
among you, you must attack that town and completely destroy all its
inhabitants, as well as all the livestock. (Deut. 13:12-15)A city that
completely rejected God was to be destroyed so as not to lead the rest of
the nation astray. But Israel was not to take action against a city until the
rumor about its rejecting God was proven true. This guideline saved many
lives when the leaders of Israel wrongly accused three tribes of falling
away from their faith (Joshua 22). If we hear of friends who have
wandered from the Lord or of entire congregations that have fallen away,
we should check the facts and find the truth before doing or saying
anything that could prove harmful. There are times, of course, when God
wants us to take action—to rebuke a wayward friend, to discipline a child,
to reject false teaching—but first we must be sure we have all the facts
straight.
c. Constructive criticism is tied to forgiveness. : I am warning you! If
another believer sins, rebuke him; then if he repents, forgive him. (Luke
17:3) To rebuke does not mean to point out every sin we see; it means to
bring sin to a person's attention with the purpose of restoring him or her to
God and to others. When you feel you must rebuke another Christian for a
sin, check your attitude before you speak. Do you love the person? Are
you willing to forgive? Unless rebuke is tied to forgiveness, it will not
help the sinning person.

DESTRUCTIVE CRITICISM What are the characteristics of destructive criticism?
a. Destructive criticism misses the real issue. They said, "Has the LORD
spoken only through Moses? Hasn't he spoken through us, too?" But the
LORD heard them. (Numbers 12:2) Moses didn't have a Jewish wife
because he lived with the Egyptians the first forty years of his life, and he
was in the desert the next forty years. The woman is probably not
Zipporah, his first wife, who was a Midianite (see Exodus 2:21). A
Cushite was an Ethiopian. There is no explanation given for why Miriam
objected to this woman.

b. Destructive criticism indicates a lack of love. If instead of showing love
among yourselves you are always biting and devouring one another,
watch out! Beware of destroying one another. (Galatians 5:15)
When we are not motivated by love, we become critical of others. We stop
looking for good in them and see only their faults. Soon the unity of
believers is broken. Have you talked behind someone's back? Have you
focused on others' shortcomings instead of their strengths? Remind
yourself of Jesus' command to love others as you love yourself (Matthew
22:39). When you begin to feel critical of someone, make a list of that
person's positive qualities. If there are problems that need to be addressed,
it is better to confront in love than to gossip.

2.1 Barriers to Effective Communication
 Introduction:
Communication is an important tool for a successful job to be well done. Any factor that
impedes the exchange of information between a sender and a receiver is a barrier to
communication. Such barriers are extremely common in everyday life and they appear in
an almost unlimited variety of forms. Some are obvious problems with obvious solutions.
Their resolution may require great tact, self-awareness, and maturity on the part of
everyone involved. A local congregation may overcome communication barriers as a
whole. ( EPH. 4:29, COL 4:6 )
o Differing Perceptions: One of the most common sources of communication
barriers is individual variation; people who have different backgrounds of
knowledge and experience often perceive the same phenomenon from different
perspectives.
o Language Differences: Language differences are often closely related to
differences on individual perceptions. For a message to be properly
communicated, the words used must mean the same thing to the sender and
receiver. The same symbolize meaning must be shared.
o Noise: Noise is any factor that disturbs, confuses or otherwise interferes with
communication.
o Emotionality: Emotional relations such as anger, love, defensiveness, hate,
jealously, fear, embarrassment, influence how we understand others messages and
how we influence others with our messages. (1COR 16:14, GA. 5:19-21).

o Inconsistent Verbal and Nonverbal Communication: We think of language as
the primary medium of communication. But, the messages we send and receive
are strongly influenced by such nonverbal factors as body movements, clothing,
and the distance we stand from the person we are talking to, out posture, gesture,
facial expressions, eye movements, and body contact.
o Distrust: The credibility of a message is to a large extent, a function of the
credibility of the sender in the mind of the receiver. A sender’s credibility is, in
turn, determined by a variety of factors.

2.2

Overcoming Barriers to Effective Interpersonal
Communication.

Overcoming barriers is a two-step process. First, one must learn to recognize various
types of barriers that can occur. Second, one must act to overcome the barriers. Below are
some of the techniques that can be used to overcome the specific barriers described
above.
o Overcoming Differing Perceptions: To overcome differing perceptions, the
message should be explained so that it can be understood by these with different
views and experiences. Whenever possible, we should learn about the background
of those with whom we will be communicating to, empathizing and seeing the
situation from the other person’s point of view and delaying reactions until the
relevant information is weighed helps to reduce ambiguous messages. When the
subject is unclear, asking questions is critical.
o Overcoming Differences in Language: To overcome language differences, the
meaning of unconventional or technical terms should be used. To ensure that all
important concepts have been understood, asking the receiver. To confirm or
restate the main points of the message is particularly helpful (I COR 14:13, 1719)
o Overcoming Noise: Noise is best dealt with by eliminating it. If noise from a
machine makes talking difficult, turn off the machine or move to a new location.
If you notice that your receiver is not listening closely, try to regain his or her
attention. Avoid distracting environments. Alternately, when noise is unavoidable.
Increase the clarity and strength of the message. (PHIL. 2:13-15 ).
o Overcoming Emotionality: The first step in overcoming the negative effects of
emotionality is to increase one’s awareness of them. Being sensitive to one’s own
moods and being aware of how they might influence others before
communicating an important message to them is helpful. Trying to understand the

emotional reactions of others and preparing oneself beforehand for dealing with
emotional encounters are also useful approaches. (1COR. 16:14, GAL 5:19-21 ).
o Overcoming Inconsistent Verbal and Nonverbal Communication: The keys to
eliminating inconsistencies in communication are being aware of them and not
attempting to send false messages. Gestures, clothes, postures, facial expression,
and other powerful nonverbal communications of other people and applying what
learns to oneself and to one’s dealings with others if helpful.
o Overcoming Distrust: Overcoming distrust is to a large extent the process of
creating trust. Credibility as the result of long-term process in which a person’s
honesty, fair mildness, and good intentions are recognized by others. (PROV. 18:
13, 17,21 ).
 Examples of the Power of Effective Communication
o Moses and his people. Ex. 17. 8-16

o Jesus and his Apostles. Matt. 10. 5-16

 Conclusion
o Summary of all factors. ( EX. 17:8-16 )
o Acting upon Godly love. ( 1COR. 16:14 )
o Let recognize who we are and whose will we aim to promote. ( PROV. 15: 1-3
[3], 16: 1-3 [2] )
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YOUTH SESSION
CONFRONTING CONTEMPORARY CHALLENGES
“Acceptable societal norms and lifestyles confronting our Christian faith”

1. Modesty and decency
i.

Personal outlook (dressing, tattoo, body piercing, etc)
Society puts a lot of importance on what clothes a person wears. You may be wondering
what the Bible has to say about how we should present ourselves – does it even matter?
Why do you want to dress the way you do? What is the goal of wearing a certain outfit?
Dress yourself in the armor of God first. It should direct you as you put on the rest of your
clothes.
After all it is your body, right? Who are we to tell people what to do with their body?

1 John 2:15-17 – Do not love the world or anything in the world. If anyone loves the world,
love for the Father is not in them…
1 Cor 6:19-20 – Do you not know that your bodies are the temples of the Holy Spirit, who is
in you, whom you have received from God? You are not your own; you were bought at a
price. Therefore honor God with your bodies.
ii.

Social places to avoid – parties, bars, casinos,

iii.

Life indulgence – clubs and societies
Should I avoid places where women wear bikinis, and men indecently dressed?
James 1:27 – Religion that God our Father accepts as pure and faultless is this: to look after
orphans and widows in their distress and to keep oneself from being polluted by the world.

2. Bringing honor and pride to my parents and family
i.

Sacrificing “me” to satisfy my parents?
The relationship you have with your parents is not always easy – but it is important. We
are called to honor our parents.
Prov 1:8-9 – Listen, my son, to your father’s instruction and do not forsake your
mother’s teaching. They are a garland to grace your head and a chain to adorn your
neck.
Eph 6:1-3 – Children, obey your parents in the Lord, for this is right. Honor your father
and mother which is the first commandment with a promise – so that it may go well
with you and that you may enjoy long life on the earth.

ii.

Being an example to my siblings, friends, others
Tit 2:7a – In everything set them an example for doing what is good.
Eph 5:1-2 – Follow God’s example, therefore as dearly loved children, and walk in the
way of love, just as Christ loved us and gave himself up for us as a fragrant offering and
sacrifice to God.

3. Dealing with anger
Anger happens to the best of us. Our response to it is what matters.
Rom 12:19 – Do not take revenge, my dear friends, but leave room for God’s wrath, for it is
written: “It is mine to avenge; I will repay,” says the Lord.

Eph 4: 26-32 – “In your anger do not sin”: Do not let the sun go down while you are still angry,
and do not give the devil a foothold….

4. Young adult decisions
i.

Moving-out

ii.

Cohabitation

iii.

Drugs and alcohol

What are the boundaries?
Living with your boyfriend, girlfriend, before you marry
Today, most people do not have problems living together before they are married. The world
seems to accept and support this practice with all readiness. It has become the norm to see
many couples cohabiting before saying "I do" these days. Much of the reasoning for living
together before marriage seems to stem from the following rationales:
i.

Since the divorce rate is so high, I can "try out" my potential partner to see if this is going to
work or not.

ii. We are going to get married eventually; we just don't have the money for the big wedding I
want yet.
iii. Others simply never intend to marry, just the fun of it.
Prov 14:12 - There is a way that appears to be right, but in the end it leads to death.
Christians should recognize that the rationales of the world should never apply to us if they
contradict the Word of God. After all, the world rationalizes many things, like abortion, calling it
a woman's "right to choose". The world does a good job of making sinful practices into positive
things by warping the rationale.
Drugs and alcohol can be incredibly tempting for anyone because of pressure from friends,
because of curiosity and feeling of hopelessness. While the Bible does not say much about
cocaine, heroin or marijuana, we can agree that drugs are not a good choice.
Gal 6:1-5 – Brothers and sisters, if someone is caught in a sin, you who live by the Spirit should
restore that person gently. But watch yourselves, or you also may be tempted.
1 Thess 5:14 – And we urge you, brothers and sisters, warn those who are idle and disruptive,
encourage the disheartened, help the weak, be patient with everyone.

5. Thinking about relationship
i.

Courtship, dating, pre-marital sex

ii.

Marriage considerations

It is held by some that it is wrong to date anyone unless you plan to marry him or her. Others
say that it is just the fun of it. While the Bible does not use the word “dating”, it does offer some
direct principles for how to treat those of the opposite sex or a brother or sister in Christ.
As always with the topic of relationships with opposite sex, it is a good idea to know your
motives before the situation arises.
What is the point of/in dating?
Why do you want to get involved with this person?
How does this relationship honor God?
Know the boundaries 1 Cor 6: 18-20 – Flee from sexual immorality. All other sins a person commits are outside the
body, but whoever sins sexually, sins against their own body. Do you not know that your bodies
are temples of the Holy Spirit, who is in you, whom you have received from God? You are not
your own; you were bought at a price. Therefore honor God with your bodies.
1 Thess 4:3-8 – It is God’s will that you should be sanctified: that you should avoid sexual
immorality; that each of you should learn to control your own body in a way that is holy and
honorable, not in passionate lust like the pagans, who do not know God; and that in this matter
no one should wrong or take advantage of a brother or sister. The Lord will punish all those who
commit such sins, as we told you and warned you before. For God did not call us to be impure,
but to live a holy life. Therefore, anyone who rejects this instruction does not reject a human
being but God, the very God who gives you his Holy Spirit.
2 Tim 2:22 – Flee the evil desires of youth and pursue righteousness, faith, love and peace, along
with those who call on the Lord out of a pure heart.

6. The “church of Christ” – my parents’ religion
I need to find my own church. I followed my parents to this church. It is their church.

ADMONITION

Jer 29: 11-13 – For I know the plans I have for you declares the Lord, plans to prosper you and not to
harm you, plans to give you hope and a future. Then you will call on me and come and pray to me, and I
will listen to you. You will seek me and find me when you seek me with all your heart.

Discussion Questions
1. How would you define youth/young adult?
2. Describe a day you were angry.
3. Our brother secretly indulges in drugs; what should we do?
4. To what extent would you agree or disagree that honoring your parents demand sacrificing the
person that you are?
5. Kofi refers to the church of Christ as his parents’ religion. What do you say?
6. What can we say about tattooing and body piercing as Christians?
7. School clubs, societies, fraternity and sorority – what are the boundaries?
8. Is it sinful to attend Parties, Prom, and the Beach?
9. I am 18 years old; I need my independence, so I want to move into my own apartment.
10. I want to date. Why not?

Introduction:
This topic will be discussed in terms of Christian Missions and Human Cultures
II Tim 2:7 – Since we need understanding in all things, the key words of the topic will be defined. These
are: Christian, mission, human, and cultures.
a) Christian – (gk. Christianos): meaning a follower of Christ. In Acts 11:26, the disciples were first
called Christians. Why were the disciples called Christians? Because they were Christians;
followers of Christ. The disciples who were Christians and were also called Christians were in the
church. Whose and which church? Matt 16:18 indicates it is Christ’s. Hence the Church of Christ.
Therefore the bible references Christians as the Church of Christ and the Church of Christ as
Christians. Therefore outside the Church of Christ, there are no Christians anywhere.
b) Mission – this word does not appear in the bible. Therefore a websterian definition will do. It
means the act of being sent with powers to perform a duty, vocation, work, job, or ministry. To
this end, Christ has empowered the Church of Christ to be sent to convert the world of satan to
Christ – Mk 16:14-16; Matt 28:16-19; Jn 15:16.
c) Human – the websterian definition is that, pertaining to mankind, womankind, persons or
people
d) Cultures – This word appears in the bible as customs and traditions.
i.
Customs – (gk Ethos): Meaning precepts, laws, rules, regulations, habits, manners, or
ways of life
ii.
Traditions – (gk Paradosis): Meaning handed down from generation to generation by
way of beliefs, rules, laws, ordinances, practices, or ways of life.
iii.
Therefore cultures are customs, traditions, or ways of life, rules, laws, ordinances, or
beliefs handed down generationally.
e) The whole meaning of the topic is thus, the Church of Christ is empowered and sent by Christ to
perform the duty of converting people from their customs, traditions or ways of life to Christ –
Acts 26:16-18
i.
By converting human beings from their cultures to the Christian culture, we are
converting from the flesh to spiritual, subordinate to superordinate, low to high, or
inferior to superior. Therefore human cultures that agree with Christian culture are
good and are to be maintained. Those that contrast the Christian culture are bad and
are to be discarded

f)

The discussion of the topic will be based on both the old and new testament scriptures – 2 Tim
3:16. The old testament will be used for learning purposes – Rom 15:4, while the new testament
will be used for practical purposes – 2 Cor 3:6. It is noteworthy to know and understand that,
the new testament came by Christ (Heb 9:15, Jn 17:8) and it was introduced by Christ when He
was on earth during the old testament period (Jn 16:12-13). For example in Jn 6:63, He said, the
word that He spoke was life and spirit. In 2 Cor 3:6, Paul says the NT is life and spirit. Therefore
the NT and the word of Christ are the same. Hence the word that Christ spoke when He was on
earth was the NT. That was why he contrasted the OT with the NT (Matt 5:27-28; 31-44). How
did Christ speak to introduce the NT? He spoke in three ways
i.
Plainly – that is clearly or directly
ii.
Proverbially – that is indirectly, inferentially or implicitly (Jn 16:29)
iii.
Exemplary – Matt 18:1-4, Jn 13:3-15. Therefore the parables of Jesus are proverbial or
indirect way of teaching the NT. It is to this end will the topic Christian Missions and
Human Cultures be discussed.

Human Cultures:
Human cultures will be discussed in two ways: religions and pleasures
a) Religions:
i.
Which religions does God endorse as His in the world?
 Jn 4:23 – that of spirit and truth
 That is the Church of Christ – Phil 3:3
 That means apart from the Church of Christ all other religions including African
traditional religions are despised by God in that, they worship him in the flesh
and falseness
 It is therefore the mission of the church of Christ to turn all adherents of these
religions to the church of Christ.
ii.
Religious Festivals
All religious festivals or festivities not endorsed by God are sinful and must be avoided
(Gal 4:8-11; Col 2:16-17). Examples are the following:
 Christmas
1. Christmas comes from two words – “Christ” and “mass”. Mass means
worship. Therefore Christmas literally means Christ worship or the
worship of Christ. Christians do not worship Christ but the father only
(Jn 4:23-24)
2. The name is given to the celebration of the birthday of Christ
3. Christ never authorized Christians to celebrate His birthday
4. The date December 25th is not the official or actual birthday of Christ.
Nobody knows the date He was born
5. The date December 25th is the birthday of the Babylonian sun god
Tammuz and the Roman god of agriculture Saturn. Since Christ is the
son God, the council of Nicea in AD 325 approved the celebration of
December 25th as the birthday of the son God – Christ instead of the sun
god Tammuz. It has been so ever since. Hence Christmas is a pagan
religious festival of the apostate Roman church that should not be
observed by Christians.
 Good Friday
1. Good Friday is observed as the celebration of the death of Christ. It so
labeled Friday because that was the day Christ was crucified

2. Does the NT authorize the celebration of the death of Christ? Sure (Matt
26:26-30; I Cor 11:23-26)
3. It is called the Lord’s Supper (I Cor 11:20) and Communion (I Cor 10:16)
and NOT Good Friday
4. It is observed weekly on the first day of the week – Sunday and not
annually on Friday (Acts 20:7)
5. It is to be observed by only Christians – the church of Christ
6. Therefore Good Friday is invalid
 Easter
1. Easter is celebrated as the resurrection of Jesus Christ
2. Yes the resurrection of Christ is monumentally important to all
Christians because it the basis of Christianity (I Cor 15:12-17)
3. However Christ has not authorized the celebration of His resurrection as
a special day
4. The name “Easter” is the pagan name of the Northern European
goddess of fertility and spring whose annual celebrations was enjoyed
by Northern Europeans during the Spring equinox
5. The council of Nicea approved this pagan celebration and used it in the
Roman church in AD 325 as the celebration of the resurrection of Christ.
Therefore Easter is NOT the celebration of the resurrection of Christ. It
is an ungodly religious festival disguised as a Christian festival and must
be avoided
 Thanksgiving Day
1. Thanksgiving day is another religious festival that many people are not
aware of
2. It was established in 1621 by the Puritans who were a section of the
Anglican church that escaped persecution in England by travelling to the
Americas in 1620
3. By surviving the harsh winter and realizing fruitful harvest they decided
to set one day aside every year to thank God for His goodness towards
them and it began in 1621
4. In 1863, president Abraham Lincoln made it a statutory public holiday
and it has since been observed as such
5. Though the principle of thanking God is good, it should be noted that, it
is a puritan religious festival that has to be avoided by all Christians
because Eph 5:20 declares that Christians must thank God always and
NOT once a year. There is therefore no difference between thanksgiving
day and the other festivities already discussed above
 Saint Valentine’s Day
1. He was declared the patron saint of love whose followers established
this day in his honor to promote romantic love
2. The fact of the matter is that valentine’s day is a day used to promote
fornication or sexual immorality in contrast to NT scriptures such as Eph
5:3
3. Again, God is our real patron saint of love and not valentine (I Jn 4:8)
4. Thus the love of God is pure, righteous and without blemish that must
be exercised daily throughout our lives and NOT just for one particular
day. Valentine’s system of love is thus satanic and for that matter
counter to Christian culture

 Halloween
1. It means hallow evening or holy evening
2. What is holy about this? Nothing
3. Rather it is a pagan, demonic celebration of the Scots that began in
500BC in honor of the Celtic god of the dead called Samhoun (Satan)
whose day is Nov 1st – the beginning of the Celtic new year
4. Matt 22:32 – the God of church of Christ is not the God of the dead but
of the living. It is therefore not worth celebrating
 Tribal Festival / Celebrations
1. Many of their celebrations are religiously linked because they honor
their gods and ancestral spirits with animal sacrifices and libations that
are disallowed by Christian culture (Rom 1:18-25, Jer 10:1-5)
 Food associated with religious festivities
1. Christians may eat (I Cor 8:1-8)
2. Christians must abstain from such foods only if their consumption may
endanger the faith of weak Christians (Acts 15:29, I Cor 8:9-13)
b) Pleasures
i.
Defined:
 The word “pleasures” means that which pleases or satisfies
 Human pleasures are thus, things that please or satisfy people (Lk 8:14)
 There are two kinds of pleasures: Good pleasures (2 Thes 1:11) and Sinful
pleasures (Heb 11:25)
 Good pleasure is that which measures below God’s expectation
ii.
Examples of Pleasures
 Music and Dancing (Lk 15:24-25)
1. Music and dancing have been part of human culture for a long time
2. Two types of music – vocal and instrumental. Vocal is with words only
and instrumental uses some sort of instrument with or without vocal
3. Since vocal music teaches (Col 3:16), good or bad vocal music depends
on the its word composition
o Good vocal music (I Tim 6:3) – with wholesome words
o Bad vocal music (I Tim 6:20) – with profane words. This should
be avoided
4. Dancing is the rhythmic regulation of the body
5. There are two types – lascivious and non-lascivious
6. Good dancing is non-lascivious or without sexual excitement
7. Bad dancing is the lascivious one (Eph 4:19)
8. However, lascivious dancing is bad depending on where it is done. If
publicly done, it is bad but when it is done in private, it may be excused
 Language (Gen 11:1)
1. The worlds’ variable language culture was created here.
2. Language is communicable composition of words
3. Therefore communication is an avenue of knowledge that impacts on
our lives
4. There are two types of language communication – Good (Col 4:6) and
bad (Rom 3:14) which must be avoided

 Clothing (Gen 3:21)
1. God does not want us to be naked. He provided us with clothing to
cover our nakedness
2. Therefore any type of dressing or clothing that tends to expose
nakedness is indecent and lascivious and contrary to Godly ethics
3. Hence the NT advocates modest clothing (I Tim 2:9). Though this is
precisely about women, the general principle is that God is pro modest
dressing and for that matter inclusive of men’s dressing too
 Hairdo/style (I Cor 11:1-16)
1. Paul says the NT has no definitive directive concerning hair do or
hairstyle. Therefore Christians are free to wear any hair style
 Earring wearing (Ex 32:2)
1. There have been hotly debated issues concerning the Christian validity
of men wearing earrings
2. There is an assumption that, only women wear earrings. That notion is
not true. It depends upon the culture one comes from. Hence we learn
from Ex 32:2 that, both Israelite men and women wore earrings
3. However, in Ghana for example, the northern tribesmen wear earrings
while the southern tribesmen don’t
4. The men of the Sahelian region of West Africa wear earrings while those
from the coastal south don’t
5. It is even on record that East Indian men from Asian country of India
culturally wear earrings
6. Having said this, does Christian culture which is superior to all cultures
authorize Christian men to wear earrings?
7. The NT is silent on this issue. Biblical silence means God Has No direct,
indirect or exemplary directive. To that end biblical silence means God
has given the option to us to decide to do or not to do. Therefore any
option chosen is fine with Him
8. For example, Acts 20:7 directly tells us to worship God on the first day
of the week. But which part of the day – morning, afternoon, evening to
worship God is silent. Again the time to start and end worship is silent.
That means God Has given the option to us to decide whether to
worship Him on Sunday morning, afternoon, or evening and to decide
the time to start and end.
9. Therefore the NT’s silence on men wearing earrings indicates that men
have the option to wear or not to wear
 Tattooing (Lev 19:28)
1. Tattooing is condemned by the OT. Why?
2. Because the Lord said He was the Lord
3. Is the Lord of the OT the same Lord of the NT? Yes – Jer 31:31
4. If so, and He is, then the NT condemns tattooing (Rom 12:1, I Cor 6:15)
 Drinking wine / liquor (Rom 14:20-23)
1. Some Christians hotly debate that alcohol drinking is sinful
2. However, in Rom 14:20-23; the NT does not condemn alcoholic
drinking. Paul says it is alright to drink alcohol so long as it does not
become offensive to a brother or a sister
3. The NT condemns drunkenness, but not drinking (Eph 5:18, Rom 13:13)

4. Christ confessed in Matt 11:18-19 that , He drank. If drinking alcoholic
wine is sinful, then Christ sinned. Did he? – I Pet 2:21-22
 Marriage (Heb 13:4)
1. I Cor 7:1-2 – NT law states that marriage is monogamous being between
a man and a woman
2. Therefore the NT nullifies bigamy and polygamy
3. Since marriage is between a man and a woman, it nullifies same sex
marriage
4. Since sexual intercourse was made for a man and a woman (I Cor 7:2),
homosexuality and lesbianism are contemptible to the NT (Rom 1:2627)
c) Conclusion (2 Tim 2:15)
As we continue to promote our mission of engaging human cultures, let us always be reminded
by Paul’s advice to Timothy to study to know and understand the bible very well to enable us
PROPERLY APPLY IT.
It is not good to be superficial or shallow in knowledge and understanding (I Cor 3:2), because it
makes one unskillful in handling the word of God (Heb 5:13).
Let us therefore endeavor to be deep in knowledge and understanding to be skillful in the bible
(Heb 5:14, 6:1)
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Introduction: Is there anything as Autonomy, is that word found in the Bible at all, and must churches
cooperate or corporate?





I.

What is Church Autonomy and church cooperation
How far does it differ from Corporation?
Is autonomy found in the scriptures, just as the doctrine of “trinity”.

The church like any institution must survive and endure into the future. Whatever the
church does today must be appropriated, understood in the light of the scriptures. There are
many advocating the idea that Christ gave no pattern of government, and accordingly any
form that works is acceptable to God. This concept puts the concept of church organization
in the hands of man and such a view is responsible for church governments varying from
congregational independence to universal dictatorship.

ii.

Some have gone far as to contend that in the New Testament different types of
church organization can be found. This claim is entirely without foundation or basis.
As long as the apostles lived the highest authority rested in them as they spoke
under the guidance of the Holy Spirit. The apostles, however, soon appointed elders
and deacons in each congregation. The elders were to “exercise the oversight” or
rule the church. As long as apostles were available the elders and apostles worked
together. In Jerusalem, it was the elders and apostles who met to consider the
influence of the Judaizers. (Acts. 15:2-6)

iii.

As Paul and Barnabas completed their first missionary journey traced their steps,
“and when they had appointed for them elders in every church, and had prayed
with fasting, they commended them to the Lord on whom they had believed” (Acts.
14:23)

2. It is significant that in each congregation they appointed a plurality of elders. (Titus 1:5)

3. Although congregations were complete and independent in their government, this did not
preclude their cooperation in Christian service or in the spread of the gospel. The details are not given,
but relief was sent from Antioch to Judea during the famine under Claudius. (Acts. 11:28-30). The
congregations of Macedonia had fellowship in ministering to the saints in Judea. (2 Corinthians 8:1-4)
The congregations of Galatia and Achaia also cooperated in sending relief to Jerusalem. (I Corinthians
16:1-3).

II.

WHY THIS STUDY ON CHURCH AUTONOMY AND COOPERATION.

a. Early departures from the faith were in organization. The apostles predicted a falling away from
the faith. (I Timothy 4:1; Acts 17:28-31).
b. Some would change and pervert the true gospel. (Galatians 1:6-9)
c. The apostles told the church to (feed) teach the flock because false teaching would come.
d. Because one of the first ways that men left the Bible was in the matter of church organization
and independence.
e. There is always danger that men will corrupt the true church organization.
f. We must understand how others have left the truth we can avoid their mistakes.

B. OTHER REASONS

a. Human pride easily corrupts any leadership. Pride is the desire for self-glory and it’s a
great temptation to any leader. When someone has a position he wants a greater

position. When he has some power, he wants more power, thereby corrupting God’s
plan in order to make a big place for themselves.

III.

HOW WERE LOCAL CHURCHES ORGANIZED

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

a. Each congregation was autonomous or independent.
The word autonomous means self-rule. An autonomous church is one which governs itself.
It has no outside higher power over it.
It selects its own officers, arranges for its own evangelists
Manages its own finances.
It disciplines its own disorderly members.
It is in every way independent of outside human supervision.
It is subject only to Christ.
Its book of authority is the Bible.
It conducts its own worship services, business meetings, and work programs.

b. Today each local church must be autonomous or independent in order to
restore New Testament church government.

C. CORPORATION INSTEAD OF COOPERATION

The Bible endorses church cooperation but no CORPORATION.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.



Such want churches of Christ to be organized together as their former churches were.
One church or pseudo-organization manages the church where city churches may try to
govern the affairs of neighboring churches in rural areas.
They have conventions of several churches in an area.
They want the church to be organized into groups with a Treasury.
They often practice combined services which disrupt their local services.
Imposition of levies and quotas upon a local church to be sent to a headquarters.

When a church ceases to govern its own affairs, it will soon lose all other forms of its
independence.
When other men take over the rule of the church, it has lost its true autonomy.

D. WHERE MUST WE STAND?
- We must teach to appropriate the gains of the early restorers and apostles of
our Lord.
- Must pass the doctrine on to our kids.
- We must emphasize the “Thus saith the Lord” (1 Peter 4:11)
- We must fortify the faith once delivered to the saints Jude 3.
- We must go for church cooperation because we have the apostolic example of
it.

CONCLUSION: Let us go from here more refreshed, educated and challenged to strengthen our local
churches against the formation of any pseudo-organizations hatched to do the work of God. It is not
organizations that must be used to do the work of God…but rather the church itself working in constant
cooperation and collaboration with sister congregations.

_____________________________________
Source: (1) The Eternal Kingdom by F.W. Mattox, A History of the Church.
(2)
(3)

International New Testament Study Commentary by Roger E. Dickson.
Scriptural Organization of Churches of Christ. Bye Jim Massey.

